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1, IUTRODUCTION
This is the second gnarterly report on contract:
NASW 1837 and covers the period from February 1 1969 to May 1
1969, The purpose of the .advanced studies is to provide an
early understanding of those candidate missions, and their
associated requirements, that are of importance to the long
range exploration of the Solar System. A copy of the project
schedule is given in Figure 1 and shows the scheduled distrib-
ution of effort between the tasks, The figures in parenthesis
below each schedule is the effort actually applied to the tasks,
2, TECHNICAL PROGRESS
The following sub sections describe each of the five
study tasks which have been worked on during the second quarter
of the contract, Only the work performed in the second quarter
is reported,
2,1	 Tctal Scientific Objectives (J,C. Jones)
The task of collecting all the available information
on theories and boundary conditions for all the planets has
been compieted, The data has been distilled and the objectives
for exploration of the Solar System deduced,
A report has been prepared and is in the process of
being reviewed internally by the Astro Sciences Center staff.
Figure 2 shows a summary of the objectives, both general and
specific, which have resulted from the study,
The objectives appear to show a good deal of
commonality from planet to planet, especially within the
grouping of "Inner Planets" and "Outer Planets",
The fact that so meny of the objectives of explor-
ation are common to a number of planets indicates the large
vacuum of information that exists about the basic, important
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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DISTRIBUTION
properties of each of the planets. Investigations up to date
have been governed, inevitably, by available techniques, with
little effort given to developing new techniques to provide
specific pieces of information. The increase in knowledge
that has been achieved by space missions is considerable only
when viewed with respect to previous ignorance; when viewed
alongside a listing of the total exploration objectives, as
attempted here, the progress made appears less impressive.
Certainly, unmanned Solar System exploration is just begin-
ning, and it is clear that many of the objectives will be at
least parcially satisfied within the next two decades. ghat
is less obvious without detailed consideration of the objectives
concerned, is that large areas of basic and important infor-
mation will not be satisfied unless new techniques become
available either by chance or by design.
In the Science Area, "Isotopic Abundances and Ratios",
for example, present interests of the scientific community,
both experimentalists and theoreticians, is negligible,
Theories have been generated long since, predictions made,
and measurements suggested, but technological problems have
prevented the collection of any data, The technical problems
are certainly considerable, but similarly the data concerned
is of considerable importance. Remembering that one of the
overall goals of exploration is an understanding of the origin
and evolution of the Solar System, isotopic data relate more
directly to the early solar nebula conditions than data of
any other type, Techniques are not presently available to
relieve the absence of important data in this area, nor are
such techniques likely to be Ceveloped easily in the near
future, but the significance of the data warrants investi-
gation of possible methods, For no matter how far explor-
a-ion of the present state of the Solar System proceeds in
the next decades, this data will remain the most crucial
towards understanding the early, r._`..ila state of the Solar
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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System,
In the Science Areas covering Elemental, Chemical
and Mineralogical Abundances, techniques exist with which the
relevant data can be collected, the basic problem is the o-te
of the location at which the teaauremen-. is to be r..ade. Abun-
dance data on the upper atmosphere a:: Least is a •,ailable for
almost all the planets: however, further data extending down
to the surface are required before an understanding of the
total composition and struct::re of the atmospheres can be
achieved. Since onl y Mars and Mercury ha ,,e visible surfaces,
on all of the other planets some form, of direct probing will
be necessary, unless new techniques of remote abundance deter-
mination using considerably longer wavelengths can be developed.
Thus, it appears that presently available methods of remote
abundance determination will decrease rapidly in scientific
usefulness after use on the first missions to the clouded
planets, Thereafter, unless direct probing is performed or
new remote techniques are utilized, understanding of the total
atmosphere will depend, as it does now, on a theoretical down-
ward extrapolation of data from the high atmosphere and con-
tinued use of existing techniques will provide decreasing
scientific return.
Remote sensing techniques at longer wavelengths are
also required to study the surface properties of the clouded
planets and they may in addition provide information on the
mineralogy and bulk properties of the non-gaseous body. Here,
the method required is well known, radar, The weight of
present radar systems precludes their use on space missions,
but the significance and coverage of the data which only radar
could provide indica,es the importance of developing such
systems for planetary missions, particularly the o , -:ter planets.
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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2.2	 Planetary Orbital Characteristics (M. Hopper)
This study consists of two parts. The first part
enables an experimenter to specify an "ideal" orbit or orbits
for his experiment and the second partt enables him to decide
how well his experiment can be performed from a given orbit
if certain measurement specifications are to be satisfied.
The method in each case consists of following a
flow chart which is used in conjunction with parametric data
and graphs relating instrument characteristics, measurement
specifications, coverage characteristics and orbital parameters
for each of the planets.
The method for selecting an orbit, given the instru-
ment and the measurement specifications, is in two parts; one
for experiments which make measurements of the planet surface
or atmosphere, and the other for particles and fields type
experiments. In the first case (near planet or planet surface
measurements), it is further subdivided depending upon whether
the planet rotates fast (Mars and Jupiter) or slowly (Mercury
and Venus) on its axis. In the selection process a parametric
set of initial orbits is considered, and as constraints are
put on the desired orbit in the selection process, the less
useful ones are eliminated, At the end of the procedure sev-
eral useful orbits usually remain.
To date, the orbit selection method for near planet
measurements has been completed and work has been started on
the orbit selection method for particles and fields type
experiments.
As an example of the many interrelationships
involved in this process, a typical flow chart is shown in
Figure 3 and a definition of input A and B follows. Each
step outlines one or more charts or Tables of data specified
for each planet.
I I T RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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INPUT  A	 OR	 INPUT B
+	 +
CONVERT ANGLES TO DEGREES
2. I	 FIND MAXIMUM
MEASUREMENT ALTITUDE
3•	 SELECT CANDIDATE ORBITS
F IND RANGE OF IMAGE
4	 SIZES ON PLANETS SURFACE
5.1	 FIND .# OF DAYS TO COVER
ALL LONGITUDES ONCE
61	 SELECT ARRIVAL DATE
jSELECT ORBITAL ORIENTATION,
DETERMINE LATiTUDES COVERED
7 AND STAY TIME
FIND % OF PLANET S8. SURFACE COVERED
FIGURE 3. FLOWCHART FOR SELECTION OF PLANETARY ORBITS
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Input A, 1. Angular resolution of sensor (AR)
2. Field of view of sensor (FOV)° or radians
3. Nadir angle of sensor (rI)°
4, Ground resolution desired (CR) km
7. Lo:.gitudE and latit.._de coverage desired
'	 6. % over l3p
7. Season
8, Solar elevation or zenith angle
9. Stay time
i	 10. Other ceasurements or Sensor System design
!	 parameters
Input B. 1. Field of , • iew of sensor (FOV)° or radians
2. Image size desired o-n ground (IS) km
3. Plus 5 thro-.,gh 10 above
2. 3 	 Jupiter Orb iter Mission Stuff (John N-Leho ff,
 
A. Binder,
D. K1o^
 }
The study is concerned with the evaluation of explor-
ation capabilities and requirements of "first generation"
orbiter missions to Jupiter. The study plan is shown in
Figure 4 for reference, In the last reporting period study
task results were reported for "measureablc selection and
evaluation" and "identification of engineering objectives",
Durirg the current reporting period initial results have been
obtained for "measurement techniques", "measurement specifica-
tions", "worth curves" and "Jupiter radiation belt hazards",
23,1	 Measurement Technigues (Alan. Binder, J,C, Jones)
Following definition of "first generation measur-
abler for Jupiter orbiter missions it is necessary to identify
measurement techniques and instrument classes before specific
measurement specifications can be written,
The results of this identification are presented in
Figures	 In most cases more than one measurement technique
can supply informa_ion for a specific measurable, The few
instances where a specific technique and instrument type per-
11T RESEARCH INSTITJTE
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Figure 5. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES IDENTIFICP_TION
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forms the same measurement under different Category Objectives
are shown as open boxes in the figure.
2.3.2	 Measurement Specifications and Worth Curves (Alan
hinder)
Meas •aremert specifications have been written for all
of the various; r_easi.rement techniques associated with each
measurable as cited ir. Figure 5, The particular set of param-
eters used to characterize each measurement include the follow-
ing,.
Wavelength energy range
pass bands
spectral energy resolution
spatial resolution
coverage
distribution
overlap
acquisition time
repetition time
solar illumination
positional accuracy
prior measurements required
A typical example of a measurement specification is
shown in 'Table 1 for the measurable "cyclone formation" using
"imagery"	 the measurement technique. A preliminary set of
"worth curves" have also been generated for the measurement
specifications, Worth curves are used to estimate the de-
gradation of the measurement due to variations in the actual
measurement parameters from the specifications,
2,3,3	 Jupiter Radiation Belt Hazard (David A, Klopp)
The radiation belt hazard has been studied in
Sufficient depth to estimate spacecraft time to failure due
to radiation damage c,3used by energetic particles trapped in
the Jovian magnetosphere. Curves of radiation lifetime as
function o.` orbit radius similar to Figure 6 have been con-
structed based on certain key assumptions, For figure 6 the
11  RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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magnetic field has been taken as a dipole field with a field
strength of 22 gauss on ioDiter's equator, The particle fluxes
in the magnetosphere are reg9rded as limited by pitch angle
diffusion (Kennel and Petschek, JGR, 71, 1-28, 1966) with an
energy spectrum scaled up from Ear C- experience by B/L 3 . The
degree of saturation has been estimated by analogy with the
Earth's radiation belts, The radiation damage threshold has
been taken as 3 x 10 7 rods, corresponding to the observed dam-
age threshold of electronic microcircuits to 3 MeV electrons.
For shielding thicknesses of 1 to 2 gm/cm of aluminum, vir-
tually all the damage in the Jovian m? ­netosphere is due to
electrons. Preliminary study also indicates that the radiation
belts are likely to extend to within 200-300 km of the visible
Jovian surface,
2,3,4	 Study Plan
Approximately mid-way during the current reporting
period the work on the Jupiter orbiter mission study was halted
due to the manpower commitment to the advanced planning studies,
Due to the lapse in time over which the study has been essen-
tially dormant, to a better understanding of the study tasks
and to the desire to complete the study this year, a review of
of the study plan is currently under way. It appears that
some measures must be taken to shorten the scope and detail
of the science evaluation (through the experiment definition
phase) analysis in order to complete the study, Such a
decision is also indicated by the impression from the results
obtained so far that the analysis as initially defined was
too detailed compared to the level of current knowledge of
Jupiter and spacecraft instrumentation. We are planning to
have a suitably revised study schedule available by July 1,
1969.
2,4
	
Comet Rendezvous Study (Alan Friedlander, John
Waters)
The study objectives are to identify promising
comet rendezvous missions (1975-85) from the standpoint of
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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scientific interest -:^:,d	 vEt-icLt req.ArEments.
Particular attention i., to be g1 •. to to Halley's Comet (1983
appa, Ltlon) because o:.` the t1x,e1i-:,s6 J: tnLs rare opportLnity .
Trajectory anaL'ysis LS Cei L- LJ`d'..::Ed IJI DJ4i: Lee 	 L11S--Lz
and 10'w	 -, JdE s	 I.r jt dil	 Oc l J:rtpnl E U 0". L:,e
basis Of Lh L- ph, LJ =d Ii1E,rl( < 17.E ^:.^L 1.:: t,C15.. LCS -And .;.c L;u:_Clt
^,ehLc le requirements	 the b: ASZ is -,ode  e.-ilo:rrpasses Loth
direct a-d graArit y-assisted ;. 1 igni b , and 3 ^. . jws i,)r one or
more mldco - t - sE L , T.F._:Lses i-. J,dc-t to ^.i':Limize the Lo - al vELJClty
requirerr_er.: s . Ine low thrust a;.iiys. L5 is ini:- Lally treating
the constant power c-,sc (nuClEdt E le..:r Lc pr3p 1-:1S1o:7,), solar
E:iectric prol:.:Lsio . 4111 ne co:_s;-dtred L. •.tr » 4t acquire the
necessary c071,p.1.atior.a1 cnp^biiit_,.
2,41	 Ba11is_ic Fiih,^Modt ites.^lts
r? corr.pL,_aLioral prjzEd-te for generating
multiple impulse transfers has been dr-.-e.Loped a7-.d prograrr,r..Ed,
Results h3-.e been obtained for 2-ir.p-Ise a,-,d 3- irrgalse transfers
LO COMEt ErLCKe	 1980 app'.,Lt10r:j for I' 'Lighi Limes Ot 1, 1,5,
2,5 and 3.3 years. t.ttSe. ar'Es.:n,:.ar izta in Tabie 2.	 p t is
seen that the addition or a -,idcj-rse impaise rEd_ces the
total ;V require ,Ent iI: ::.J6 -. Cases, our tnE rrduct1o:: is rr.Jre
s ign Lf;.ca It as the f Light t ime increases . Of the example
trajectories considered, it is clear that only the 3-impulse,
3.5 year flight has a low e-noLgh	 req-irerre:_t to allow the
U S E Of the	 i356 'La--'.Lh ;-E , is Le .	 i Lgure 7 iil•ustra,es
the trajectory obta1-_ied 1-or .nLS 	 ME: payioad capaLILy
surmr.arLzed in Table 3 shJws what 3 sp-.Ecraf:: weight of 620 1bs
or 1000 :os c3^. he delie,Ered b; the II"Ir'.:. 3D,CENI-,M or T'LTAiv
3F jCEh*TA;.i<., rESpec : l%ely. On this basis, it woLld appear that
the Encke/80 missior. is quit-e attraLLi •.e proriding that Lhe
3,5 year flight time is acceptable.
A pre •.iOLS Study r,y Michielsen his indicated that a
rer:dezvO.:s mission to Ha Lley's c J„,E:z Ls potent is lly fear ib Le
if the Jupirer gray; it - assist mode IS ut it LzE-d	 However, the
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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r
t
T TABLE 3
PAYLOAD CAPABILITY FOR '.5 YEAR, 3-IMPULSE MISSION
TO COMET ENCKE/80
f
VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS
AV1 = 6/08 Km/sec (Equivalanet Launch Energ
Vc
 = 45, 501 ft/sec
AV  = 1 .70 Km/sec
AV  = 0.46 Km/sec
AV guidance = 0.20 Km/sec
PROPULSION STAGE. ASSUMPTIONS
,°V2 : SPACE-STORABLE PROPELLANT, I SP = 385
LV Z + AV guidance: EARIA-STORABLE PROPELLANT,
Isp = 310
LAUNCH VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: OSSA ESTIMATING FACTORS
AND STAGE INERT WEIGHT	 Handbook (1969)
i
i
LAUNCH
HICLE
PAYLOAD I	 TITAN 3D/CENTAUR TTTAN'IF/CENrFAUR
Injected Weight 3600 lbs 5500 lbs
Delivered s/c
Weight 620 lbs 1.000	 lbs
i
t
f	 18
total AV requirement is about 80.000 ft/sec (launch character-
istic velocity = 57,500 ft/sec; rendEzvous impulse = 5.83 km/
Sec), which would req ^ it c a 1-i.:nc h vehic 1e of Me SATL' 1%/CEtiTAUR
c lass . Fur^her-,.ore, the trip : imc. Ls almost 8 years rEq :iring
a launch in 191; (or i9^8^	 :re;,.--inar, res - LLS 3bta kned i ron
io^.r multi-i;r.p•ulse program h=s :.ot ,EC ides:*.iiird a ballistic
trajectory opportunity which is s-periar to the J-pi*_er gravity
'	 assist mode
2.4.2	 Low 1hr •.:st Fli ht Mode hes..lts
Given the com-s t EncKe;• 60 opportunity which was
identified by the preti• io-.s ballist-ic analysis, it was decided
to search for a low thrust fligr.t a_ode utilizing the TITAN
class vehiclF and having a comparable. payload. The trajectory
and payload results for a 535 day bight are sumn.aiized by
Figure 8 and Table 4. Time has not permitted a full optimization
of the trajectory and vehicle parameters, so the results shown
are to be considered only indicative of perfor-r,ance - Assuming
that a nuclear-electric spacecraft ha ,,ing a power-plant specific
mass of 55 lbs/kw were to be available for a 1979 launch, this
flight mode woald offer the advantage of a significantly shorter
trip time compared to a ballistic flight,
Preliminary results of a low thrust rende7'.-ous with
Halley's Comet is typified by the trajectory plo-, st •.own in
'
	
	
Figure 9, the requirements for the class of short flight
times (541 days) are enor-no"sl.: nigh, and may req •aire a launch
vehicle in the Saturn class., A mission with a lower J require
ment but a flight time of 950 days, is also shown. This latter
trajectory is suitable for a I1TA\ . - _...::vehicle.
2,5
	
_Advanced Mission Plannin
Thro-,ghout this reporting period contributions have
been made to the rlanetary Exploration Planning Panel (FEPP)
and to the working groups set up Winder PEPF particularly the
[	 Outer Planets WorKing uro'up and the Mercury Working Group
r	
2.5,1	 PEPP inputs	 avid L. Roberts, Wil liam Adams,
Thoma s Mu l a)
t	 Irr RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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/Z--^
I	 O
EARTH
ARRIVAI
J = 16.5 M 2 /SEC 3
JUNE
EARTH LAUNCHtC =7.55(KM/SFC)2
'ARRIVAL (8/24/80)
	 /
ECLIPTIC PLANE PROJECTION
DEC
U
MAR.
Y
X COMET	 SEPT.
APHELION
POINT
FIGURE 8. 535 DAY RENDEZVOUS MISSION TO COMET ENCKE/80
USING LOW THRUST FLIGHT MODE (NUCLEAR- ELECTRIC)
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TABLE 4
ESTIMATED PAYLOAD CAPA13ILTTY FOR
535 DAY LOW THRUST RENDEZVOUS WITH COMET ENCKE/80
CONCEPTUAL NUCLEAR-ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT
Launch Vehicle:	 Titan 3D/CENTAUR
Hyperbolic Excess: C, = 7.55 (Km/sec)2
Power Plant:
Specific Mass
	 = 25 kg/kwe (55 lbs/kwe)
Power Rating	 Pe = 77.5 kw
Specific Impulse I sp = 5500 sec
Efficiency	 0.71
Total Initial
Weight:	 W  = 10,700 lbs
Power Plant:	 W	 = 4280 lbs
pp
Structure
(8% W o ) .	 Ws = 855 lbs
Tankage
(6-/.W prop):
	
Wt = 265 lbs
Propellant:	 Wprop = 4500 lbs
PAYLOAD INCLUDING SCIENCE, COMMUNICATIONS, GUIDANCE AND
CONTROL
Wpl = 800 lbs
L1
Y 
DAYS
M2/SEC3
IECTORY A
= 555 DAYS
= 42.3 M2/SEC3
T
HALLEY S ORBIT
6/1/84 ARRIVAL B; 11/24/85
A X 12/7/85
PERIHELION P C : 1/18/86
FIGURE 9. RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORIES TO HALLEY'S COMET/85
USING LO'W-THRJST FLIGHT MODE (NUCLEAR- ELECTRIC)
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r
Contrib.:tions hate been made to the generation and
verification of planetary exploration oL`ions. A series of
alternative exploration plans have been generated to demonstrate
the major possible emphases and tr-ide-offs in the expior-?:ion
of the Solar System, For each -mission inciudtd in tnE plats
a brief definition has beer pro% idEd Z:nd comparative cost
estimates have been distilled from n1merous independent
cost submissions.
5. 2 	Outer Planet Work in&_ Group(O -NG) (John Niehoff,
Martha Williams)
Three specific tasks have been performed for the
OPWG di-ring the past reporti-,.g period. TnEse included:
1) Preliminary definition of Jupiter and Saturn Orbiter
Missions, z) Analysis of payload requirements of Galilean
Satellite Orbiters and Landers and 3) Bibliography of Outer
Planet Mission and Technology Studies,
A timely analysis of Jupiter and Saturn Orbiters
was needed to support the planning exercises of the OPWG,
Borrowing heavily from the Jupiter Orbiter Mission Study, a
"'quick look" analysis was performed to provide data on the
type of spacecraft, payloads and orbits whicn would be re-
quired by "first generation" Jupiter and Saturn Orbiter
Missions. The results of this task are summarized in Table
It should be pointed out that althougr the summary tends to
drarc,atizE	 the difference between "particle and field" and
"planetology" orbiters, discussion of the results within the
OPWG indicate that while logical, EKis separation does not
appear to be essential, to a viable orbiter program,
In the course of mission selections by the OPWG it
became apparent, that missions to the moons of the outer plan-
ets in the 1980-83 time period were an essential ingredient in
a balanced outer planet exploration program 	 Accordingly, it
was necessary to establish the feasibility and .associated pay-
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF JUPITER AND SATURN ORBITERS "QUICK LOOK"
ANALYSIS
f A numerical evaluation of science measurements indicates
that first-generation Jupiter Orbiters have a potential
value equivalent to approximately 30% of the total
exploration of Jupiter. There are no apparent reasons
why the value of first-generation Saturn Orbiter missions
to exploration of Saturn should differ significantly.
Due primarily to orbit requirements and to a lesser extent
stabilization requirements the science measurements reduce
to just two distinct payloads
a: Particle and Field Experiments
b: Planetology (Atmosphere, Structure, and
Biology) Experiments
Particle and Field Missions have the following characteristics:
Science Payload: 50 lbs
Spacecraft Weight: 425 lbs
Stabilization: Spin
Orbits: Equatorial Elliptical (Ra/Rp--20)
Launch Vehicle Cla y s: Titan
Flight Time: x- 600 days (Jupiter)
>3.5 years (Saturn)
Planetology Missions have the following characteristics:
Science Payload. 1010-200 lbs
Spacecraft Weight: 1000-1250 lbs
Stabilization: 3-axis (for high resolution measurements)
Orbits: Inclined and Polar Circular (R max <11 planet radii)
Launch Vehicle Class: Saturn (intermediate)
Flight Time:	 r%j800 days (Jupiter)
>4 years (Saturn)
A nuclear-electric low thrust flight mode should also be
considered for the planetology orbiter. It has the advantages
of a spiral circular approach permitting good opportunities for
satellite observations and a 240 kw power source which would allow
the addition of a radar sound iff experiment.
load performance of orbiter and Lander missions to at least
the Galilean satellites, The payload analysis was performed
for chemical, nuclear and Nuclear-electric propulsion systems,
Results for the Lander missions are shown in Figure 10,
For the GaiilEan orbiter mission a 1000 lbs orbiter
is conceptually possible with chEMical propulsion and inter-
mediate Saturn Launch Vehicles with 600-800 day flight times
Direct satellite approach and large two-stage retro maneuvers,
however, raise serious questions about feasibility and practi-
cality of the chemical mission mode,
Chemical propulsion Galilean Moon Lander Missions
placing 1000 lbs payload on LI-e surface are conceptually
possible (excluding lo) with intermediate Saturn and Saturn V
Launch vehicles with flight times of around 2 years. Direct
satellite approach and large two-stage capture maneuvers also
question the feasibility of these missions.
A nuclear rocket retro maneuver reduces the launch
vehicle requirEments of the chemical propulsion Lander missions
somewhat, The fli;:ht- time is about the same and Io larnders
are included, Tree -most serious feasibility questions of this
mode are the devel^pment of a small nuclear rocket stage and
a guaranteed space hybernation period of about 2 years.
Nuclear-electric low thrust flight modes for the
Galilean Moon 1000 lbs Lander Missions are conceptually possible
with somewhat longer flight times of 2,5 to 3.5 years. There
are a number of advantages to this flight mode including small
Titan IIIF launch vehicles, spiral satellite approach, and a
single stage solid motor braking approach stage. Th p primary
feasibility questions center on the development of the low-
thrust stage
A bibliography of pertinent c " ter planet studies and
a table of technology development efforts were compiled for the
On-TC as evidencE of background support to the various planning
decisions and mission programs generated by the Group.
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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The bibliography of pertinent studies is tabulated
chronologically b , publication date within the following
categories:
1, Program Planning and Status
II, Objcctives and Environment
III, Mission Analysis
IV. Systems Requirements and Operations
V-VIII. Trajectories
The bibliography should be rather complete with
approximately 125 entries dating back as far as 1965. Some
effort was made to limit the number of system requirements
references to general survey-type entries. Also no reports
dealing with specific design of spacecraft experiments (e,g,
Pioneer F&G category I proposals) have been included,
The table summarizing the status of critical tech-
nology development at the NASA Centers was constructed from
inputs by Paul Tarver and responses of Group members.
3•	 OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The performance of tasks in the second quarter has
occupied the scheduled effort. However, the emphasis has
been changed somewhat by the accelerated effort placed on the
advanced mission planning task at the expense of the Jupiter
orbiter study, Largely as a result of this, and on account of
the early need for results on the Jupiter orbiters, it is in-
tended to review and possibly curtail the detailed measurement
phase of the Jupiter study, One new task will be started in
the next quarter: spacecraft radar, This will replace the
Total Objectives study which has been completed,
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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